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Apple Archery is a well known
name in the archery industry
as the manufacturer of qual-

ity bow presses and a wide variety of
archery maintenance tools designed
to make the pro shop owner’s job
easier. Apple Archery equipment is
easily identified by it bright yellow
color but under the direction of
Gregg Jenkins, Apple’s new owner,
yellow is the only thing about Apple
that has remained the same.

“One of the machining sub-con-
tractors that did work for
Flinchbaugh, of which I was owner
and president, was Gerry Kurtz,
owner of Kurtz industries and Apple
Archery,” Jenkins said. “I am a busi-
ness man and am always looking for
an opportunity to expand my busi-
ness interests. One day in a casual
conversation with Kurtz I mentioned
that if he ever considered an exit
plan for his business I might be
interested. Some time after that con-
versation Kurtz approached me indi-
cating his interest in retiring which
eventually lead to my acquiring
Kurtz Industries including Apple

Archery in 2006. The purchase
resulted in the formation of
Flinchbaugh-Kurtz Company which
today is also home to Apple Archery.”

“Although I was not an archer or

bowhunter at the time and actually
knew nothing of the archery indus-
try I saw the Apple Archery bow
press as an excellent product line for
my machine shop,” Jenkins contin-

Apple is Growing its Product 

Gregg Jenkins is the driving force behind Flinchbaugh-Kurtz and Apple Archery. Under
his direction Apple Archery has developed a line of bow presses and related archery
maintenance tools designed to meet the dealer’s needs.

Apple’s crossbow cradle serves both the professional archery technician and the cross-
bow owner. Adaptable for all crossbows having a solid foot stirrup it allows for hands-
free maintenance as well as a rest for sighting-in.

The vision statement of Flinchbaugh-
Kurtz is displayed in its conference room
and is a constant reminder of its desire to
be number one in quality products and
customer service. Flinchbaugh-Kurtz is
also ISO 9001 certified, proof of its devo-
tion to quality.
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ued. “At that time I had a partner,
Kurt Weber, who had a strong back-
ground in marketing and while Kurt
was not a bowhunter either he was
excited about the marketing possi-
bilities for Apple Archery.”

“In the first year or two I owned
Apple Archery it was obvious that
Apple was losing market share. We
focused on marketing our product to

the industry as we felt that
was the problem,” Jenkins
said seriously. “However by
listening closely to our cus-
tomers we realized that the
design of our bow press had
not kept up with the rapid
changes in bow design and
therefore was not compatible
with the current product

BByy  JJoohhnn  KKaassuunn,,  BBuussiinneessss  EEddiittoorr

Line for the Archery Pro Shops

Skip King, Apple’s product manager is shown here assembling Apple’s new
Eliminator bow press.

Apple’s Eliminator bow press has a specially
designed jack screw that allows conventional use
with a crank but also has a built in ratchet bolt at
the top of the cylinder. This ratchet bolt can be used
to operate the jack screw when pressing reverse
draw crossbows where the stock prevents the use of
a crank. In this photo the operator is using a ratchet
wrench to operate the jack screw.

PHOTO BELOW: This close-up shows Apple’s
Eliminator bow press doing a limb tip compression
on a beyond parallel bow.
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lines. The first thing we did was
make modifications and updates to
our existing press line so our cus-
tomers did not have to buy a new
press to work on the current bow
designs being offered. But it was
quickly apparent that we also need-
ed to completely redesign our press.
At the end of 2007 and the beginning
of 2008 we pulled out all the stops
and did a total redesign. Our goal
was not to simply design a press to
handle the bow configurations
presently on the market but to offer a
press with enough built-in versatility
to handle bows not yet on the mar-
ket. By this time I was quite familiar
with the archery industry and the
people in it and I was in awe of their
dedication and passion for the sport.
I felt right at home and like a new
member of the archery family.”

During 2009 Kurt Weber, Jenkins’
partner, left Flinchbaugh-Kurtz to
open his own consulting and mar-
keting firm and has since done con-
sulting work with the ATA. By this
time Jenkins had been bitten with
the archery bug, had his own bow
and spent some of his spare time
flinging arrows at a downrange tar-
get. Taking an ever increasing role in
the archery industry Jenkins was
elected to a three year term on the
ATA Board in April of 2009 where he
today serves on the technical and
finance committee.

“At the 2009 ATA Show Apple
introduced the Evolution bow
press,” Jenkins explained. “The
Evolution was an instant success as
dealers were very excited about what
they saw. The Evolution can com-
pletely compress and break down all
existing bows and crossbows includ-
ing those needing limb tip compres-
sion. The Evolution was designed for

maximum flexibility as well as quick
adjustment and rapid set-up utiliz-
ing twin screw adjustments and a
hand crank. For those seeking the
ultimate in speed and change-over
the Evolution can also be outfitted
with an optional add-on drive
motor. At the 2010 ATA Show Apple
introduced its new flagship press
called the Eliminator. Like the
Evolution the Eliminator handles
every compound bow and crossbow
design available offering the dealer

superior functionality at an afford-
able price.”

Without personal intimate
knowledge of the archery industry
you might wonder how Jenkins
made the leap from losing market
share to developing a unique bow
press that not only handles the
extreme variety of  bow designs
available today but appears to be
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Apple offers several models of cut-off saws designed to provide accurate and square
cuts on any arrow material.

Apple Archery’s Product Development Team is constantly working on potential new
products for the Apple line. Shown here from left to right are Mike Manning, Chris
Jordan, Skip King and Greg Mummert. Absent when the photo was taken was Mark Beck.

The first voice you hear when calling
Apple Archery is that of Amber Roth.
Amber is truly a “Jill of all trades” as she
handles invoicing, accounts receivable as
well as many customer service calls. “I like
being busy and doing a variety of things,”
said Amber. “The greatest part of my job is
dealing with the customers who call in.
They are all very friendly and really great
guys.”
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ready for the next generation of bows
not yet on the market. The answer to
that question reveals a lot not only
about Jenkins but about the philoso-
phy behind Apple Archery products. 

“To a dealer, service time is
money,” explained Jenkins. “Apple is
in the maintenance service business
and our customer is the archery pro
shop owner. It is our job at Apple to
develop equipment that makes it
easy for the dealer to do his service
work in the least amount of time and
in the safest manner possible. The
dealers do service work every day
and they know best what they need.
Here at Apple I see our job as listen-
ing to the dealer so we can best fill
those needs. Apple stays dialed into
the industry through our direct deal-
er contact, interfacing and meeting
dealers at the major trade shows and
through Outtech, our sales represen-

tative group, whose staff is constant-
ly in the field communicating with
dealers.”

“Being in the service mainte-
nance business is interesting,”
laughed Jenkins. “While the industry
works with us and I feel we are a
leader in maintenance service tools
we actually must follow the industry.
The changes in archery equipment
and especially bow designs happen
quickly. While we work hard to
ensure our tools and presses meet
the needs of the dealer today we feel
we must constantly plan ahead for
anticipated changes by making our
bow presses versatile so they can
adapt to future bow designs.”  

Apple Archery is not content to
rest on its laurels and plans contin-
ued growth through continuous
product development. At the time of
ArrowTrade’s visit Apple had several
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Flinchbaugh-Kurtz industries and Apple Archery are located within one mile of each
other in Amish country near the city of York, Pennsylvania.
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new products under consideration
including a crossbow only press, a
portable bow press and a redesign of
their popular arrow cut-off saw. As
proof of its innovation, within its
present product line Apple has five
products that were conceived and
designed from scratch. 

Lacking a full time professional
engineering staff Apple Archery has
partnered with Pennsylvania State
University located in nearby State
College, Pennsylvania. The universi-
ty established a program for its
senior engineering students called
the “Learning Factory.”  The
Learning Factory consists of a pro-
gram where participating companies
bring real work design problems to
teams of engineering students. After
a review of the available projects

each student team selects a project
from those offered for their senior
class project. 

“As you might guess many of the
students at a university located in
central Pennsylvania are hunters
with the majority also being
bowhunters,” Jenkins explained.
“There is always a lot of interest in
the projects Apple Archery offers and
the students have come up with
some really interesting design con-
cepts. We then take pieces of their
designs and reengineer them to
allow their concepts to be manufac-
tured at acceptable cost.”

The Flinchbaugh-Kurtz Company
is a machine shop operation capable
of high quality machining opera-
tions working to close tolerances
and military specifications. The

machining of components required
for Apple Archery make up approxi-
mately five to seven percent of the
machining capacity of the shop.
However by having total in-house
control over the machining process
it means a quick turn around on any
parts required. With the exception of
hardware and paint all Apple bow
press components are manufactured
in-house with the assembly done at
the Apple Archery facility located a
few blocks away.    

“Our goal at Apple is to develop
quality products for the archery
industry,” said Chris Jordan, General
Manager of Apple Archery. “We are
capable of designing and machining
anything but it is equally as impor-
tant to produce products that are
affordable, efficient and safe. Safety

Bow vises are an essential tool in any shop. They provide a hands-free way of holding
a bow for a variety of maintenance, set-up and adjustments. Apple offers both an
economy vise (above) with 360 degree left-to-right and front-to-back adjustment and
a pro-line vise at right that allows both X and Y axis micro-adjustment as well as 360
degree rotation and 90 degree tilt.

Saw operator, Barry Crone, delivers a skid of Apple Archery bow
press components to a machining center for processing.

Lanny Toot, shop supervisor, checks the set-up for machining of
an Apple component.
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is a main consideration of all of our
designs, safety for the operator as
well as for the bow press and the bow
being pressed.”

When pressing today’s highly
stressed compound bow limbs and
powerful crossbows there are high
stresses produced in the press itself.
To ensure safe press operation Apple
Archery has performed extensive

testing on both
the design of and
the material
used in its press-
es. During final
testing the
Eliminator easily
withstood stress-
es over twice that
required to do
the job of the
most demanding
bow on the mar-
ket without fail-
ure or damage
ensuring the

m e c h a n i c a l
integrity of the
press and the

safety of the operator.
“Press misuse is one of our

biggest problems,” cautioned
Jordan. “There is a real danger in try-
ing to use old technology on many of
the latest bow designs. Most of the
calls we receive are from dealers with
an old press and a customer with a
new bow. Although many older

presses can be upgraded to handle
the newer bow designs the dealer
must consider the cost to upgrade
versus the cost of a new press that
will work safely and efficiently with
all bows now and into the foresee-
able future.”

“Our newly designed presses like
the Evolution and the Eliminator are
a ‘one press at one price’ approach
with no additional upgrades or extra
parts required,” explained Jordan.
“These presses work with all com-
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Flinchbaugh-Kurtz is home to a variety of CNC machinery that
allows for high quality, cost efficient machining. Scott Toomey,
CNC machinist, is shown here monitoring the machining process.

Inspector Jose Nieves checks a part from
the shop floor to ensure it is within the
proper specifications. Flinchbaugh-Kurtz
is capable of working to extremely close
tolerances and within military specifica-
tions.

PHOTO BELOW: Gary Jenkins is Gregg
Jenkins father. Gary fills in some of his
spare time doing light machining as
required on Apple components to keep
production flowing smoothly. Gary is
always ready with his trademark quick
smile and good humor.
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pounds and crossbows on the mar-
ket. Not only can they do both limb
post compression and limb tip com-
pression but they do so while equal-
ly distributing stress over both limbs.
This is extremely important and the
press arms and their compressive
action are designed to work with the
geometry of the bow limbs. This
optimization ensures not only equal
but minimal limb stress during the
compression process resulting in
quick, easy and safe compression.”

“The only thing that matches the
quality of our equipment is our cus-
tomer service,” Jordan laughed.
“Apple has an ‘open door policy’ for
questions. We encourage our cus-
tomers to call us with any and all

question but especially if they have
any doubt at all about how to set up
and press any bow. We have a great
team at Apple and we get good cus-
tomer feedback on our service.”

Skip King is Product Manager for
Apple Archery and he oversees the
manufacturing and assembly of
Apple Archery products. Skip was
employed by Kurtz Industries for 16
years as shop manager prior to the
buy-out by Flinchbaugh. After the
buy-out Skip remained in the
machine shop but also consulted as
required on Apple products.       

Approximately two years ago
Skip went full time for Apple
Archery. In addition to his manu-
facturing and assembly duties

Skip also serves on Apple’s Product
Development Team. “While we are
too small to have a full time R & D
department we were smart enough
to know we needed one,” Skip said
with a smile. “Each member of the
team brings something special to the
group. Chris Jordan brings the busi-
ness element while I offer manufac-
turing knowledge along with a life-
long experience as a bowhunter and
archer. Greg Mummert is a pro
shooter who also works as a bow-
tech at a local archery shop and Mike
Manning is a bowhunter and engi-

PHOTO LEFT: Apple’s
redesigned pro string sever
is well suited for the pro
shop owner who chooses
to make his own strings
and cables.

PHOTO RIGHT: While
Apple’s Eliminator bow
press can be easily mount-
ed on any workbench with-
out modifications to the
bench it can also be
mounted on a stand and
accessorized as a complete
work station.
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Josh Edlebute is Apple’s oldest employee, not from an age
standpoint but due to the fact that he also worked for Apple
Archery under the previous owner. Josh works in all phases of
Apple’s assembly department as well as pulling orders for
shipment.

All Apple Archery’s bow press components are powder coated for a
high quality bright yellow finish. The painting is done locally and this
load of parts is being delivered from the painter and are being trans-
ported to the assembly department.
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neer. Mark Beck is a design engineer
and crossbow champion who also
works with Outtech, our manufac-
turing representative. Mark acted as
a consultant to the team and played
a lead role in developing Apple’s
crossbow cradle. Our team meets bi-
weekly and is always thinking out-
side the box on new ideas and
improvements.”

“We are always working on sev-
eral new ideas at once,” Skip said.
“Right now we are working on the
concept of a horizontal crossbow
press that could be used as a cross-

bow press, a vise or as a crossbow
cradle. We envision it as a com-
plete crossbow tool.  The dealer
could use it to hold a crossbow
while he mounts a scope, as a
shooting vise to sight it in or as a
press to repair or service the bow.
Crossbows are gaining in popu-

Chris Jordan is the general manager of
Apple Archery. Chris oversees the manu-
facturer and assembly of Apple products
as well as interacting first hand with deal-
ers in the field.

Gregg Jenkins is a hands-on owner
and is often found on the shop floor
staying current with production flow.

The ability of Flinchbaugh-Kurtz to
integrate Apple Archery components
into its production schedule as
required ensures a smooth flow of
parts as needed and a quick turn-
around of any special needs.
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larity and our Eliminator press will
press any crossbow on the market
including recurve, parallel, past par-
allel and reverse draw. However we
are looking ahead to the develop-
ment of a specific crossbow press
that can do more than just press the
bow. Innovation is the key to both
staying ahead of the competition
and servicing the customer and that
is what Apple does best.”

“As part of the Apple Archery
team one of the most important
parts of my job is helping the cus-
tomer,” explained Skip. “I need to
stay ahead of the dealer and antici-
pate his questions and needs before
they come up. I am constantly
obtaining new bows from the manu-
facturer so I can be familiar with
exactly how to adjust the press to
properly press any model. When I get
a question from a dealer that might
be too difficult to answer over the
phone I simply put the bow in a
press and take a couple of pictures.
In a few minutes I can have those
photographs e-mailed to the dealer
and now our conversation makes a
lot more sense. As they say a picture

is worth 1,000 words. In the case of a
dealer with a problem it means more
than that; it means a job well done;
time saved and a satisfied customer
to boot. I often see utility trucks that
have a phone number on the side
and the message, ‘CALL before you
dig.’  What they are doing is encour-
aging people to call the utility com-
pany before they do any excavation
work to make sure there are no utili-
ty lines underground in the area they
intend to dig. Better safe than sorry. I
guess I have the same message for
our dealers, ‘If you are in doubt
‘CALL before you press.’  In just a few
minutes we can get you on the right
track and just maybe save you a lot
of unnecessary trouble.”

Apple’s flagship Eliminator bow
press design is truly “outside the box
thinking.” At its heart is a specially
designed jack screw that allows the
press to be used on any workbench
table top without modification of the
table to allow for jack motion, a real-
ly nice feature. While the jack screw
is normally operated with a crank
handle it has a built in ratchet bolt

on the top of the unit that can be
used for the compression of reverse
draw crossbows where the crossbow
stock would normally prevent the
crank handle from being used. This
is but one example of Apple’s for-
ward thinking but by no means the
only one.

With a series of quick finger
adjustments the press can be set to
accept any style compound bow or
crossbow on the market. Once the
adjustments are complete and the
bow placed in the press turning the
jack screw compresses the bow
limbs in an arc that simulates the
actual drawing motion, thereby min-
imizing and equally distributing
limb stress. This arc compression
method is far superior to the hori-
zontal compression found on many
bow presses that can actually induce
excessive stress in the bow limb
increasing the changes of damage or
limb failure.

For dealer convenience Apple offers a
complete line of hardware kits and an
assortment of tools.

PHOTO ABOVE: Finished components for Apple presses are mar-
shaled and ready for assembly.

PHOTO RIGHT: Apple Archery is proud that each Apple bow press
carries the made in USA label.
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The Eliminator offers both limb
tip and limb post compression, rapid
and easy setup and maximum versa-
tility. The design of the Eliminator’s
synchronous arm movement results
in minimum limb stress during com-
pression and offers superior func-
tionality at a moderate price. 

Another high tech product in
Apple’s line-up is the Pro String
Server. The Apple Pro String Server
was completely redesigned in 2009
with features including double chan-
nel frame construction for increased
strength and stability. The infinitely-
adjustable string tension can be
adjusted up to 450 pounds. The Pro
String Server is designed for easy
spring tension adjustment and sim-
ple string removal. The unit incorpo-
rates an indirect belt drive to
increase motor life and a single lock-
ing tail stop knob for extremely
quick setup. Designed for the pro
shop owner that demands the finest
automated string making and serv-
ing machine the Pro String Server
gets the job done easily and quickly,
turning time into money.

In addition to its line of bow
presses, string making jigs and auto-
mated string servers, Apple Archery
offers a complete line of accessories
designed to make the job of bow

maintenance easier including bow
vises and complete work stations.
Apple also offers
a complete line
of hand tools
and organized
hardware kits to
keep what the
dealer needs at
his fingertips so
he can get the
job done without
the frustration of
searching for
that special
wrench or that
missing screw or
clip. Apple’s line
of arrow cut-off
saws are power-
ful and designed
for a quick and
square cut on
any arrow mater-
ial and include a
p r o f e s s i o n a l
model complete
with dust collec-
tor. 

Today Apple
Archery is more
than a one stop
shopping center
for top quality,

affordable maintenance items for
the archery pro shop owner. Under
the direction and vision of Gregg
Jenkins, Apple Archery is also a
glimpse into the future. Combining
high tech in-house manufacturing
capabilities with vision and innova-
tion Apple Archery is not content to
just keep up with the industry but is
determined to anticipate future
changes and be ready to help the
dealer rise to the next level as it
develops. For complete information
on Apple Archery products visit
www.applearchery.com or call this
Pennsylvania firm at (800) 745-8190.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
editorial planning and writing duties
with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an
outdoor seminar speaker and a busi-
ness consultant with experience in
corporations large and small. He can
be reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Skip King, product manager for Apple Archery, keeps some of his bowhunting trophies
close at hand in his office and his beloved motorcycle parked just outside. Skip splits his
day between working in the shop and spending time on the phone assisting dealers.
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